
1. 100mm hign cooking chamber

2. Working temperature reached in 20 minutes via BRP

power regulation system .

3. Constructed entirely in stainless steel.

4. Double glazed full width inspection door.

5. Easy access for cleaning and disassembly.

6. Cooling system for external parts that can be

touched

7. Castors with brakes.

8. The Quiet One - Highly effective silencing of

conveyer and ventilation systems.

9. Conveyor belt with variable speed down to a

complete halt

10. Balanced temperature detection

The maximum temperature of 320°C is more than sufficient to get

perfect results, thanks to the patented ventilation system. Jets of hot air

are perfectly tuned to wrap the product completely as it moves along

the wire mesh conveyer giving an evenly cooked result time after time.

This system is proven to cook at a lower temperature and using

significantly less energy.

All Synthesis ovens are stackable so you can step up your productivity to

meet peak demand or bake different products with different times. When

you don’t need to produce much, you can save on energy by using just one

baking module.

Constant display of:

♦ Temperature (balanced temperature detection from 2

probes).  On the electric version the intensity of the top

and bottom elements can be adjusted according to the

customer requirements without changing the chamber

temperature. 

♦ Baking time – heating element ignition (electrical

model) or flame ignition (gas models)

♦ Economy function (if activated).

Functions:

♦ Management of 6 cooking programs. For each

program you can set: cooking time, temperature and

power to the top and the bottom of the oven. 

♦ ECONOMY function: keeps the oven at a lower

temperature if the oven doesn’t need to be operated at

full working temperature. Save money and energy. 

♦ Timer for programmed start. Digital clock, self-

diagnostic with display of error message. Backlit LCD.

♦ Multi-lingual programming. 

Explore

Zanolli Synthesis Electric Models

Synthesis 05/40E - 16" Compact Electric

Synthesis 06/40E - 16" Electric

Synthesis 08/50E - 20" Electric

Synthesis 11/65E - 26" Electric

Synthesis 12/80E - 32" Electric

Synthesis 12/100E - 40" Electric 

Explore

Zanolli Synthesis Gas Models

Synthesis 06/40G - 16" Gas

Synthesis 08/50G - 20" Gas

Synthesis 11/65G - 26" Gas

Synthesis 12/80G - 32" Gas

Synthesis 12/100G - 40" Gas
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Synthesis Conveyor Ovens Features

Superior Design & Construction

Advanced Impingement

Stackable

Intuitive Control Panel

Australia's Largest Range

IN STOCK NOW
Call Us 1800 183 818 

Email: support@thegoodlady.com.au
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